The electron spin relaxation of the electron acceptors of photosystem I reaction centre studied by microwave power saturation.
Photosystem I particles from spinach were reduced by illumination at 77 K. Under these conditions the one-electrom transfer from P-700 resulted in a reduction of only one acceptor molecule of the reaction centre. The EPR signals at g=2.05, 1.94 and 1.86 were attributed to reduced centre A and the smaller signals at g=2.07, 1.92 and 1.89 to reduced centre B. Reduction of both centres by dithionite in the dark lead to signals at g=2.05, 1.99, 1.96, 1.94, 1.92 and 1.89. Thus, the features at g=2.07 and 1.86 disappeared and new signals at g=1.99 and 1.96 were observed. From the spectral changes it followed that the iron-sulphur centres A and B interact magnetically. Temperature dependent EPR spectra demonstrated a faster electron spin relaxation of centre A than of centre B. These conclusions were corroborated using microwave power saturation of the respective EPR signals. The saturation data of the fully reduced centres A and B could not be fitted using the saturation equation for a one-electron spin system. The magnetic interaction between the (4Fe-4S) CENTRes of the electron acceptors A and B resulted in saturation properties which are simular to those of the 2(4Fe-4S) ferredoxin from Clostridium pasteurianum. For centre X a high proportion of homogeneous broadening of the EPR lines was inferred from the inhomogeneity parameter (b=1.83). It was, therefore, concluded that centre X is most probably an anion radical of chlorophyll. From the low temperature necessary for observing the EPR signal of centre X followed that the drastic relaxation enhancement has to be attributed to a magnetic interaction of the anion radical with iron.